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READING MATTERS CONFERENCE

11.29 • THURSDAY
4.30 p  • Film Screening
  • Discussion

7.00 p  • Reception

11.30 • FRIDAY
9.30 a  • Introduction
  • Panel I

12.00 p • Lunch Break
1.30 p  • Panel II

3.30 p  • Coffee Break
4.00 p  • Panel III

12.1 • SATURDAY
10.00 a • Panel IV

12.00 p • Lunch Break
1.30 p  • Panel V

3.30 p  • Coffee Break
4.00 p  • Panel VI

Donna Haraway: Story Telling for Earthly Survival

COMPOST-OGRAPHY AND EMBODIED NARRATIVES
Angela Creager • PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Donna Haraway (via skype) • UC SANTA CRUZ

READING AS TERRESTRIAL OPERATIONS
Jane Bennett • JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Raviv Ganchrow • UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS, THE HAGUE

ELEMENTAL READINGS
Eduardo Cadava • PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Stefan Helmreich • MIT

READING FORCE(S)
Karen Barad • UC SANTA CRUZ
in conversation with
Zulaikha Ayub • PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Daniela Gandorfer • PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

READING CLIMAXES / HIGH POINTS OF CLOSE READING
Katrin Pahl • JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Gayle Salamon • PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

READING MATTER (IN)FORMATION
Sanford Kwinter • PRATT INSTITUTE
Patricia J Williams • COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

MINOR-LEGIBILITY : MULTIPLYING ILLEGIBILITY
Jack Halberstam • COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Debarati Sanyal • UC BERKELEY

THE READING MATTERS CONFERENCE IS A COLLABORATION BETWEEN THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND THE DEPARTMENT OF COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY SPONSORS: UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR HUMAN VALUES • PRINCETON INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL STUDIES • HUMANITIES COUNCIL • DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH • PROGRAM IN GENDER AND SEXUALITY STUDIES • DEPARTMENT OF COMPARATIVE LITERATURE • DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY • HISTORY OF SCIENCE • CENTER FOR DIGITAL HUMANITIES • PRINCETON UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL • DEPARTMENT OF SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE • PROGRAM IN LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES • INTERDISCIPLINARY DOCTORAL PROGRAM IN HUMANITIES • DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH AND ITALIAN • DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY